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ABSTRACT The ab T cell receptor (TCR) is responsible for recognizing peptides bound and ‘‘presented’’ by major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules. We recently reported that at 25C the A6 TCR, which recognizes the Tax peptide
presented by the class I MHC human leukocyte antigen-A*0201 (HLA-A2), binds with a weak DH, a favorable DS, and a
moderately negative DCp. These observations were of interest given the unfavorable binding entropies and large heat capacity
changes measured for many other TCR-ligand interactions, suggested to result from TCR conformational changes occurring
upon binding. Here, we further investigated the A6-Tax/HLA-A2 interaction using titration calorimetry. We found that binding
results in a pKa shift, complicating interpretation of measured binding thermodynamics. To better characterize the interaction,
we measured binding as a function of pH, temperature, and buffer ionization enthalpy. A global analysis of the resulting data
allowed determination of both the intrinsic binding thermodynamics separated from the inﬂuence of protonation as well as the
thermodynamics associated with the pKa shift. Our results indicate that intrinsically, A6 binds Tax/HLA-A2 with a very weak
DH, an even more favorable DS than previously thought, and a relatively large negative DCp. Comparison of these energetics
with the makeup of the protein-protein interface suggests that conformational adjustments are required for binding, but these are
more likely to be structural shifts, rather than disorder-to-order transitions. The thermodynamics of the pKa shift suggest
protonation may be linked to an additional process such as ion binding.
INTRODUCTION
Recognition of an antigenic peptide bound and presented by
a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) protein is re-
quired for the initiation and propagation of a cellular immune
response, as well as generation and maintenance of the T cell
repertoire. Peptide/MHC complexes are recognized by hyper-
variable ab T cell receptors (TCR), which are expressed on
the surface of CD41 or CD81 T lymphocytes. Structurally,
TCRs bind their ligand with a diagonal-to-orthogonal bind-
ing mode (1), making contacts to both the antigenic peptide
as well as the presenting MHC molecule. TCR binding afﬁn-
ities tend to be in the low micromolar range, with relatively
slow on-rates and fast off-rates (2).
There is signiﬁcant interest in the biophysics of TCR rec-
ognition of ligand. The relative contributions of the peptide,
the MHC, and the various TCR complementarity determining
region (CDR) loops to TCR speciﬁcity and cross-reactivity
are topics of frequent discussion, as are the roles of confor-
mational changes and ﬂexibility in receptor recognition and
signaling. TCR binding thermodynamics have been mea-
sured in a number of instances, contributing to proposals that
link thermodynamic parameters to various immunological
phenomena. For example, based on a deconvolution of en-
tropy and heat capacity changes, Boniface et al. proposed
that local folding of TCR CDR loops upon binding allows
for TCR ‘‘scanning’’ of diverse peptides (3). A number of
investigators have measured unfavorable entropy changes
for different TCR-peptide/MHC interactions (4–9), which
together with comparisons of structures of bound and free
TCRs (10–12) have lent support to the notion that receptor
binding coincides with a reduction in CDR loop ﬂexibility.
Recently, Krogsgaard et al. measured very large negative
heat capacity changes for a number of TCR-peptide/MHC
interactions, which were interpreted as evidence of even
larger TCR structural changes occurring upon binding (8),
potentially inﬂuencing the quality of the signal transmitted
across the T cell membrane.
The ab TCR A6, isolated from a human leukocyte
antigen-A*0201 (HLA-A2)-restricted CD81 T cell clone
from an HTLV-11 individual (13), recognizes the epitope
spanning residues 11–19 of the HTLV-1 Tax protein
(sequence LLFGYPVYV) presented by the class I MHC
molecule HLA-A*0201 (HLA-A2) (13). The interaction
between A6 and Tax/HLA-A2 has been studied in detail,
and, as one of the ﬁrst TCR-peptide/MHC interactions to be
crystallized (14), has served as a model for probing the
structural, biochemical, and biophysical aspects of TCR rec-
ognition of ligand. We recently reported that A6 bound Tax/
HLA-A2 with a favorable entropy change (at 25C) and a
moderately negative DCp (6). These ﬁndings were of interest
given the observations of unfavorable binding entropies and
large heat capacity changes for other TCR-ligand interac-
tions (4–9), particularly because structures of the A6 TCR
bound to modiﬁed Tax peptides presented by HLA-A2
showed that the A6 TCR can adopt alternate conformations
both inside and outside of the antigen binding site (15,16).
To further investigate the molecular recognition properties
of the A6 TCR, here we performed a detailed calorimetric
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investigation of the A6-Tax/HLA-A2 interaction. Our pre-
vious thermodynamic studies of this interaction were based
predominantly on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (6), an
approach that is limited in that determination of accurate
thermodynamic parameters is dependent on having a large
number of accurate free energy measurements across a wide
temperature range. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
bypasses this limitation, providing a direct measure of not
just DG but also the underlying thermodynamic parameters
(DH, DS) and their temperature dependence (DCp). Fur-
thermore, calorimetry provides a direct method for assaying
the inﬂuence of equilibria linked to binding, which can
dramatically inﬂuence observed binding thermodynamics
(17–21) but are otherwise difﬁcult to characterize.
In examining the thermodynamics of A6 binding Tax/
HLA-A2, we observed that binding proceeds with a shift in
the pKa of at least one ionizable group. The resulting linkage
of receptor binding to protonation imparts signiﬁcant solu-
tion dependencies on all of the observed binding thermody-
namics, such that the thermodynamics determined previously
using SPR only approximate the intrinsic values most useful
for comparison with structural properties such as buried sur-
face areas. Determination of these intrinsic binding thermo-
dynamics required a global analysis of calorimetric data
collected as a function of pH, buffer ionization enthalpy, and
temperature (17,22). The results of this analysis indicate that
intrinsically, separated from the inﬂuence of protonation, the
A6 TCR binds Tax/HLA-A2 at 25C with a very weak bind-
ing enthalpy change, a large positive entropy change, and a
large negative heat capacity change. The intrinsic binding
enthalpy change is overpredicted and the heat capacity change
is underpredicted using empirical calculations that take into
account the polar and apolar character of the protein-protein
interface (23), possibly reﬂecting conformational rearrange-
ments that are necessary for binding. Interestingly, the pro-
tonation that is linked to binding occurs with a very large
heat capacity change, suggesting that protonation is coupled
to an additional process, possibly ion binding. These results
are discussed in the context of molecular recognition by the
A6 TCR, as well as general mechanisms of TCR binding and
cross-reactivity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Proteins and peptide
Soluble versions of HLA-A2 and A6 were expressed and refolded as
described (16,24,25). Brieﬂy, inclusion bodies of the HLA-A2 heavy chain
and b2-microglobulin (b2m) or the TCR a- and b-chains were generated
separately in Escherichia coli. Inclusion bodies were isolated and denatured
in 8 M urea. For the TCRs, the a- and b-chain inclusion bodies were diluted
into refolding buffer, with the a-chain at 50% excess. For Tax/HLA-A2, the
HLA-A2 heavy chain and b2m inclusion bodies were diluted into refolding
buffer at a 1:2 ratio along with excess Tax peptide, which was synthesized
and puriﬁed locally using an ABI 433A instrument (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA). After a 24-h incubation at 4C, the refolding solution was
desalted via dialysis. Refolded protein was puriﬁed using anion exchange
followed by size-exclusion chromatography. The A6 TCR construct termi-
nated just after the membrane-proximal interchain disulﬁde bond and included
a heterodimeric coiled-coil at the C-terminal end that drives formation of the
interchain disulﬁde, preventing dissociation of the a- and b-chains (16,26).
Concentrations of refolded proteins were determined spectroscopically. For
each protein, the average of three readings of the absorbance at 280 nm was
taken. Extinction coefﬁcients were 95,839 M1 cm1 for Tax/HLA-A2 and
84,503 M1 cm1 for the A6 TCR (16). Concentrations of Tax/HLA-A2
were at or above 12 mM. As the afﬁnity of the Tax peptide for HLA-A2 is
18 nM at 25C, with a dissociation rate of 33 105 s1 (23 104 s1 at 37C)
(27), peptide dissociation from HLA-A2 was judged to be inconsequential.
Isothermal titration calorimetry
Titration calorimetry was performed with a Microcal VP-ITC (Microcal,
Studio City, CA). Most titrations were performed with A6 in the syringe and
Tax/HLA-A2 in the calorimeter cell, although the reverse titration was oc-
casionally performed as a control. Starting protein concentrations in the
calorimeter cell ranged from 12 to 20 mM, whereas concentrations in the
syringe were 119–150 mM. Solution conditions were 20 mM of the speciﬁed
buffer and 150 mM NaCl. Temperature ranged from 4C to 37C. pH was
varied from 5.4 to 7.4 and is speciﬁed at the experimental temperature (i.e.,
pH was adjusted at room temperature to maintain constant pH across the
experimental temperature range). ITC injection volumes were 10 ml, and
injections were performed over 20 s spaced 120–180 s apart to allow for a
complete return to baseline. Data were processed and integrated with the
Origin software distributed with the instrument. Single data sets were ﬁt to
a single site ITC binding model (28) with the nonlinear ﬁtting package
NLREG, using a baseline offset parameter to account for heats of dilution.
The ﬁrst data point was excluded from analysis due to dilution across the
injection needle tip. The c value, or the product of the binding equilibrium
constant and the concentration of the molecule in the calorimeter cell (28),
was between 10 and 50 for all experiments.
Global analysis of proton-linked binding
Data as a function of pH, buffer, and temperature were ﬁt globally (29) to a
model describing a protein-ligand interaction linked to a single pKa shift as
described by Baker and Murphy (17) and summarized by the following
cycle:
where Kint is the ‘‘intrinsic’’ ligand binding constant describing the afﬁnity
of B for deprotonated A, Kfp is the equilibrium constant for protonation of
free A, and Kcp is the equilibrium constant for protonation of the AB complex
(equal to 10pKa,free and 10pKa,complex, respectively). The deﬁnition of the
intrinsic binding afﬁnity as the afﬁnity of B for deprotonated A is consistent
with previous work describing the inﬂuence of linked protonation on protein
binding energetics (17,22,30,31). It is also appropriate considering the
measured pKa shift, which as discussed below is likely to be attributable to a
basic amino acid and thus neutral in the deprotonated state (the conse-
quences of instead deﬁning the intrinsic binding thermodynamics as B bind-
ing to protonated A are discussed in the Appendix).
SCHEME 1
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According to Scheme 1, the observed AB binding afﬁnity is a function of
pH, as described by
Kobs ¼ Kint
11KcpaH
1
11KfpaH
1 ; (1)
where aH1 is the proton activity, given by 10pH.
The pKa shift in Scheme 1 necessitates a release of protons into (or from)
the buffer upon AB binding. This directly inﬂuences the observed binding
enthalpy, as described by
DHoobs ¼ DHo01 nH1DHib; (2)
where nH1 is the number of protons released (1nH1) or absorbed (nH1)
by the buffer, DHib is the buffer ionization enthalpy, and DH
o
0 is the enthalpy
observed in a buffer with an ionization enthalpy of zero. Equation 2 is a
linear equation, indicating that the presence of proton-linked binding can be
detected by measuring the binding enthalpy under identical conditions but
in buffers with different ionization enthalpies (e.g., phosphate, imidazole,
HEPES, etc.). The value of nH1 results from the difference between the
fractional proton saturation of the AB complex and free A, as described by
nH
1 ¼ Hc  Hf ¼ K
c
paH
1
11KcpaH
1 
K
f
paH
1
11KfpaH
1 : (3)
The value of DHo0 in plots of observed binding enthalpies versus buffer
ionization enthalpies is not necessarily the intrinsic binding enthalpy as
deﬁned in Scheme 1 (i.e., the enthalpy of B binding deprotonated A). For
Scheme 1, DHo0 can be deconstructed by following the thermodynamic
cycle:
DH
o
0 ¼ HfDHfp1DH+int1HcDHcp; (4)
where H
f
and H
c
are the fractional proton saturations of free A and the AB
complex as deﬁned in Eq. 3, and DHfp and DH
c
p are the proton binding
enthalpies of free A and the AB complex. Equation 4 indicates that DHo0 can
include contributions from pH and the magnitude of the pKa shift and its
enthalpic component (17,19), highlighting the need to perform a global
analysis to fully account for the inﬂuence of linked protonation. As has been
discussed (17), such accounting is necessary when binding thermodynamics
are to be compared with empirical calculations that do not explicitly account
for the effects of protonation.
The temperature dependencies of Eqs. 1–4 can be accounted for by in-
cluding the temperature dependence of each enthalpy change and equilib-
rium constant assuming a temperature-independent heat capacity change:
DH
o
T2
¼ DHoT1 1DCpðT2  T1Þ (5)
KT2 ¼ KT1exp
DH
o
T1
R
1
T2
 1
T1
 
1
DCp
R
T1
T2
 11 lnT2
T1
  
:
(6)
Recasting Eq. 6 in terms of free energy, enthalpy, and entropy yields the
modiﬁed Gibbs-Helmholtz equation:
DG
+
T2
¼ DH+T1  T2DS
+
T1
1DCp ðT2  T1Þ  T2lnT2
T1
 
: (7)
For the global ﬁtting of ITC data as a function of pH, buffer ionization
enthalpy, and temperature, Eqs. 1–7 were used in a nonlinear least-squares
function for a single site ITC binding model (28), with the binding equi-
librium constant represented by Eq. 1 and the binding enthalpy by Eqs. 2–4.
During ﬁtting, the temperature dependencies of all enthalpies and equilib-
rium constants were accounted for by Eqs. 5–7. In the ﬁtting function, Kint
was ﬁt as the intrinsic binding free energy change (DGoint) and the pKa shift as
the protonation free energy change in the free protein and its change upon
binding (DGfpand DDG
+
p ) using the standard relationship DG ¼ RTlnK.
The protonation enthalpy of the complex (DHcp) was ﬁt as the change in DH
f
p
upon binding (DDH+p ). Recasting these parameters in this way added
stability to the ﬁt and reduced parameter correlation. Seventeen data sets
were ﬁt simultaneously. Each data set had as local variables a stoichiometry
(n) and a baseline offset. Global variables common to all data sets were the
intrinsic binding free energy at 25C, the intrinsic binding enthalpy change
at 25C, the intrinsic binding heat capacity change, the free protein pro-
tonation free energy and its change upon binding at 25C, the free protein
protonation enthalpy and its change upon binding at 25C, and the protona-
tion heat capacity change. We attempted to include the change in protonation
heat capacity change upon binding (DDCp,p) as a ﬁtted parameter, but as
discussed below this resulted in large ﬁtting errors and unacceptable levels
of parameter correlation. There were 420 degrees of freedom in the ﬁt.
Fitting was performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in a cus-
tom routine written in OriginPro 7.5 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA). Initial
guesses for parameters were systematically varied to ensure convergence to
a global minimum. Error analysis and propagation of error for the derived
values in Table 2 and Fig. 5 were performed via Monte Carlo analysis (32).
Brieﬂy, the ﬁtted parameters were used to generate 2000 additional data sets
with Gaussian-distributed pseudorandom noise added, with the standard
deviation of the initial ﬁt to the experimental data providing the width of the
Gaussian distribution. These simulated data sets were then ﬁt as described
above. Errors for the ﬁtted and derived parameters were taken as the standard
deviations of the parameters from the 2000 Monte Carlo runs. For the ﬁtted
parameters, the Monte Carlo-derived errors differed from the standard errors
of the ﬁt by no more than 6%. All errors are reported at one standard de-
viation. Values for buffer ionization enthalpies and heat capacities were from
Fukada and Takahashi (33) and Christensen et al. (34).
RESULTS
Binding of A6 to Tax/HLA-A2 is linked to changes
in protonation
Fig. 1 shows a calorimetric titration of A6 with Tax/HLA-A2
in 20 mM imidazole buffer, pH 6.4, 25C. Fitting these data
to a bimolecular binding model yielded a binding enthalpy
change of 3.4 kcal/mol, an entropy change of118 cal/mol
per K, and an afﬁnity (KD) of 0.4 mM. Although qualitatively
similar, these values differed quantitatively from the ther-
modynamics at 25C reported earlier (DH of4.2 kcal/mol,
DS of 112 cal/mol per K, afﬁnity of 2.2 mM), even when
considering parameter error at two standard deviations (6).
However, there are important differences between the experi-
ments. The earlier thermodynamic data were not determined
calorimetrically but by ﬁtting binding free energies measured
by SPR as a function of temperature. Although a number of
reports show good agreement between SPR and calorimet-
rically measured thermodynamic data (e.g., 35–37), achiev-
ing close agreement places considerable demands on the
accuracy and precision of the individual free energy mea-
surements, which can be difﬁcult to achieve when weak-to-
moderate afﬁnity interactions are studied with SPR.
Another difference between the two experiments is the
buffer and pH used: HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piper-
azineethanesulfonic acid), pH 7.4 was used in the SPR
experiment, whereas imidazole, pH 6.4 was used in the ITC
experiment. Aside from the inﬂuence of direct buffer-protein
interactions (31), buffer and pH choice can have a dramatic
inﬂuence on ligand binding thermodynamics when binding
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is linked to changes in protonation states (i.e., a pKa shift
occurs upon binding) (17,22). To investigate the possible
role of proton linkage in accounting for the discrepancy
between the calorimetric and SPR-derived data, we repeated
the ITC experiment in Fig. 1, except we used cacodylate,
phosphate, HEPES, and BES (2-[bis(2-hydroxyethyl)amino]
ethanesulfonic acid) as buffers. Proton linkage is indicated
when binding enthalpies vary systematically with the ion-
ization enthalpy of the buffer, as protons that are bound or
released by the protein are in turn released or bound by the
buffer, with an enthalpic consequence given by the buffer
ionization enthalpy as described by Eq. 1. The buffers used
cover a wide range of ionization enthalpy, from0.5 kcal/mol
(cacodylate) to 18.7 kcal/mol (imidazole) at 25C (33,34).
The results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 2 A.
Observed binding enthalpy varied linearly with buffer ioni-
zation enthalpy, a clear indication that receptor binding is
linked to changes in protonation. The negative slope indi-
cates a pKa decrease upon binding, with 0.22 protons re-
leased to the buffer at pH 6.4. The intercept of the line in Fig.
2 A (DHo0) is small at 1.5 kcal/mol, indicative of a weak
intrinsic binding enthalpy, but as described by Eq. 4, this
term will still include contributions from pH and the mag-
nitude of the pKa shift and its accompanying energetics
(17,19).
To further characterize the inﬂuence of proton linkage in
the A6-Tax/HLA-A2 interaction, we repeated the binding
measurements as a function of buffer ionization enthalpy at
pH 7.4, using cacodylate, MES (2-(N-morpholino)-ethane-
sulphonic acid), HEPES, and imidazole as buffers. Binding
enthalpy again varied with buffer ionization enthalpy, with
0.28 protons released to the buffer (Fig. 2 B). Using Eq. 3,
the number of protons released at the two pH values
permitted an initial estimate of 7.3 and 6.8 for the pKa of the
titrating group in the free protein and the complex, respec-
tively. Considering the typical pKas for ionizable groups in
proteins (38), these results suggest a basic functionality for
the titrating group. The difference in the intercepts of the
lines in Fig. 2, A and B, highlights the pH dependency of
DHo0 ; as shown by Eqs. 3 and 4.
Finally, the thermodynamics as determined by ITC in
HEPES, pH 7.4 are qualitatively but not quantitatively sim-
ilar to the SPR-derived experiments performed in HEPES,
pH 7.4 (DH andDS of2.6 kcal/mol and123 cal/mol per K
FIGURE 2 A6-Tax/HLA-A2 observed binding enthalpies (DH+obs) versus
buffer ionization enthalpies (DHib) at 25C in pH 6.4 buffer (A) and pH 7.4
buffer (B). Buffers used are indicated in each panel. The nonzero slopes of
the weighted linear ﬁts to the data (solid lines) indicate the presence of
proton linkage. The slopes of the lines give the number of protons released
by the buffer (nH1) at each pH and are indicated on each plot. The values at
DHib¼ 0 (observed binding enthalpy in a buffer with a zero ionization
enthalpy) are also given on each plot.
FIGURE 1 Isothermal calorimetric titration of 120 mM A6 TCR into
20 mM Tax/HLA-A2 in 20 mM imidazole, pH 6.4, 150 mM NaCl, 25C.
Under these conditions, the ﬁt to a single-site binding model (solid line in
lower panel) yielded an enthalpy change of 3.4 kcal/mol, an entropy
change of 118 cal/mol per K, and a KD of 0.4 mM.
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by ITC vs. 4.2 kcal/mol and 112 cal/mol per K by SPR).
As discussed below, the differences are attributable not only
to the inﬂuence of protonation but also differences in accu-
racy and precision between the ITC and SPR measurements.
Proton linkage has a small inﬂuence on the
binding heat capacity change
We next examined the heat capacity change for A6 recog-
nition of Tax/HLA-A2. As proton linkage can inﬂuence the
observed DCp (17,19,20), we performed the measurements at
pH values of 7.4 and 6.4, collecting additional calorimetric
data in HEPES buffer at 4C and 37C (pH is given at the
experimental temperature). As shown in Fig. 3, there was a
small but noticeable inﬂuence of pH on the observed DCp. At
pH 6.4, DCp was measured as 0.39 cal/mol per K; this
decreased to0.33 cal/mol per K at pH 7.4. The reduction in
the observed DCp with increasing pH is consistent with the
presence of a negative pKa shift occurring upon binding (17).
Global analysis of binding as a function of pH,
temperature, and buffer ionization enthalpy
To more fully examine the thermodynamics of A6 binding
Tax/HLA-A2, we performed a global analysis of calorimet-
ric data collected as a function of pH, temperature, and buffer
ionization enthalpy. To facilitate a complete analysis, we
collected additional data at pH 5.4, 25C in MES buffer and
pH 6.4, 37C in imidazole buffer. A list of all ITC experi-
ments included in the analysis is given in Table 1.
The data sets summarized in Table 1 were ﬁt globally to a
bimolecular binding model including a single linked pKa
shift as described in Materials and Methods. This allowed
for the determination of the ‘‘intrinsic’’ A6-Tax/HLA-A2
binding energetics (i.e., those describing A6 binding Tax/
HLA-A2 with the titrating group fully deprotonated) as well
as the thermodynamics associated with the pKa shift (pKa
free and in complex, protonation DH free and in complex,
and protonation DCp). The global analysis implicitly ac-
counted for the error in each experiment, and the subsequent
Monte Carlo analysis allowed us to propagate the error in the
ﬁtted parameters without assumptions regarding correlation
between errors (32,39).
The global analysis did very well at capturing the variation
in binding thermodynamics with solution conditions. This is
apparent in Fig. 4, which shows each data set along with
curves calculated from the global ﬁt and curves generated
from individual ﬁts to each data set. Generally speaking, the
two curves are in excellent agreement. The major exception
is data set number 11 (cacodylate, pH 7.4, 25C), where,
although the global analysis reproduces the observed binding
enthalpy (points to the left of the curve), it does not capture
the values near the end of the titration. However, the signal
under these conditions was extremely weak, below the re-
ported detection limit of the VP-ITC. As noted below, the
global ﬁt indicates that the binding enthalpy in cacodylate,
pH 7.4, 25C is expected to be near zero, suggesting that the
individual ﬁt to the data taken under these conditions is a ﬁt
to mostly noise.
Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the observed binding en-
thalpies and entropies measured under each experimental
condition with those calculated from the parameters gener-
ated from the global ﬁt. The close agreement between the
two sets of enthalpies and entropies further demonstrates that
the global analysis well describes the variation in binding
thermodynamics with solution conditions. Note that the bind-
ing enthalpy expected in cacodylate, pH 7.4, 25C (condi-
tions for data set 11, discussed in the preceding paragraph) is
expected to be near zero (starred in Fig. 5 A).
The values for the ﬁtted global parameters and associated
errors are shown in Table 2 (values for the stoichiometries
and baselines are provided in the Supplementary Material;
the average stoichiometry was 0.96 0.2). A matrix showing
correlation coefﬁcients for the global parameters is shown in
Table 3, indicating that no two parameters were correlated
outside of the limiting value of 60.98 (39) (a complete cor-
relation matrix is provided in the Supplementary Material).
The binding energetics in Table 2 indicate that intrinsi-
cally, the A6 TCR binds Tax/HLA-A2 with a weakly favor-
able enthalpy change and a large positive entropy change at
FIGURE 3 A6-Tax/HLA-A2 observed binding enthalpies (DH+obs) versus
temperature in HEPES buffer at pH 6.4 (A) and pH 7.4 (B). The slopes of
linear ﬁts to the data (solid lines) yield the observed heat capacity change at
each pH, indicated on each plot. pH was constant across the temperature range.
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25C. The intrinsic heat capacity change is negative and, due
to the inﬂuence of the proton linkage, larger than the appar-
ent DCp values determined from the slopes of DH
+
obs versus
temperature in Fig. 3. The intrinsic binding afﬁnity at 25C is
0.2 mM, nearly an order of magnitude stronger than that
determined by SPR (6).
The global analysis indicates a pKa shift from 7.5 to 6.9
at 25C, in good agreement with the values determined
separately from the number of protons released as a function
of pH. The pKa is entropic in origin, arising from a more
unfavorable entropy of protonation in the complex (DDSp ¼
8 cal/mol per K), but this is offset slightly by a more
favorable enthalpy of protonation in the complex (DDHp ¼
1.4 kcal/mol). Interestingly, the heat capacity change for
protonation is very large at 0.8 kcal/mol per K, consider-
ably larger than the protonation heat capacity changes for
any of the standard ionizable amino acid side chains (34),
possibly indicating that protonation is coupled to another
process. As noted in Materials and Methods, the model used
for the global analysis does not include a change in the DCp
of protonation occurring upon binding. We did attempt to ﬁt
to a model that included a DDCp,p; although this ﬁt
converged on values similar to those in Table 2 and a very
small value for the protonation DDCp, it resulted in
unacceptably high ﬁtting errors and parameter correlations
(an F-test indicated that including DDCp,p as a ﬁtting
parameter did not result in an improved ﬁt).
DISCUSSION
ab TCRs recognize a composite surface consisting of a
peptide and a class I or class II MHC molecule. Although the
immune response initiated by TCR recognition of an
antigenic peptide can be exquisitely sensitive, TCRs them-
selves are inherently cross-reactive, with the number of
recognizable ligands for any given T cell estimated to be on
the order of 106 (40). Related to this dichotomy of speciﬁcity
and cross-reactivity is the need for a given TCR to identify a
cognate ligand on the surface of an antigen presenting cell,
likely to be present at an extremely low density. Multiple
mechanisms have been proposed to account for these
remarkable molecular recognition properties, including
ﬂexibility or adaptability of the TCR CDR loops (3,8,
10–12,16,41,42), the TCR variable domains (15,43), and the
presented peptide (15,44,45).
To further understand the potential role of these and other
processes involved in TCR recognition of ligand, we have
been studying the ab TCR A6, which recognizes the Tax
peptide presented by HLA-A2. In this work, we sought to
obtain a detailed description of the thermodynamics of the
A6-Tax/HLA-A2 interaction. In our previous SPR-based
studies of the A6-Tax/HLA-A2 interaction, we reported that
at 25C, A6 binds with a weakly favorable enthalpy change,
a favorable entropy change, and a moderately negative heat
capacity change (6). These measurements were of interest as
many other TCR-ligand interactions that have been studied
are characterized by unfavorable binding entropy changes
(4–9) and, in some cases, very large heat capacity changes
(8), observations supporting the notion that TCR recognition
of ligand occurs with a loss of CDR loop ﬂexibility and/or
other types of conformational changes. Yet, despite differing
binding thermodynamics, ligand recognition by the A6 TCR
can occur with large conformational changes both inside and
outside of the antigen binding site (15,16). We thus sought
to investigate the binding thermodynamics of the A6 TCR in
greater detail using ITC.
TABLE 1 ITC data for the binding of A6 to Tax/HLA-A2 as a function of pH, temperature, and buffer ionization enthalpy
Experiment
no. pH * Buffer
Buffer ionization
enthalpy y
Temperature
(C)
DH+obs
(kcal/mol)
DS+obs
(cal/K/mol) Kobs (3 10
5)
KD,obs
(mM) z
1 6.4 HEPES 5.02 4 4.84 6 0.20 46.6 6 1.4 2.3 6 0.7 0.4 6 0.1
2 7.4 HEPES 5.02 4 4.34 6 0.06 45.3 6 0.5 2.9 6 0.4 0.3 6 0.1
3 5.4 MES 3.71 25 3.33 6 0.18 15.6 6 1.3 0.7 6 0.2 1.4 6 0.5
4 6.4 Cacodylate 0.47 25 1.31 6 0.03 27.5 6 0.7 8.8 6 2.5 0.11 6 0.03
5 6.4 Phosphate 1.22 25 1.95 6 0.05 23.3 6 0.7 3.3 6 0.9 0.3 6 0.1
6 6.4 HEPES 5.02 25 2.78 6 0.08 18.7 6 0.7 1.3 6 0.3 0.8 6 0.2
7 6.4 HEPES 5.02 25 2.69 6 0.16 20.1 6 1.2 2.3 6 0.8 0.4 6 0.2
8 6.4 BES 6.02 25 2.92 6 0.05 19.1 6 0.5 2.1 6 0.4 0.5 6 0.1
9 6.4 Imidazole 8.75 25 3.42 6 0.05 17.8 6 0.4 2.5 6 0.3 0.4 6 0.1
10 6.4 Imidazole 8.75 25 3.52 6 0.10 17.8 6 0.8 3.0 6 0.7 0.3 6 0.1
11 7.4 Cacodylate 0.47 25 1.18 6 0.03 25.6 6 0.8 2.9 6 1.1 0.3 6 0.1
12 7.4 MES 3.71 25 1.67 6 0.04 23.3 6 0.5 2.1 6 0.4 0.5 6 0.1
13 7.4 HEPES 5.02 25 2.57 6 0.05 22.8 6 0.9 7.3 6 1.9 0.14 6 0.04
14 7.4 Imidazole 8.75 25 4.10 6 0.06 14.4 6 0.4 1.4 6 0.2 0.7 6 0.1
15 6.4 HEPES 5.02 37 6.47 6 0.11 6.0 6 0.7 0.7 6 0.1 1.3 6 0.2
16 6.4 Imidazole 8.75 37 7.14 6 0.09 4.7 6 0.4 1.1 6 0.1 0.9 6 0.1
17 7.4 HEPES 5.02 37 5.92 6 0.17 9.4 6 0.8 1.7 6 0.2 0.6 6 0.1
*pH is given at the experimental temperature.
yDHib; kcal/mol at 25C.zKD,obs ¼ 1/Kobs.
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FIGURE 4 A6-Tax/HLA-A2 titrations collected as a function of pH, temperature, and buffer ionization enthalpy used in the global analysis. Red lines
indicate individual ﬁts to each data set; black lines indicate the results from the simultaneous, global analysis of all 17 data sets. The key to each data set and the
results from the individual ﬁts are shown in Table 1. Data set 11 is starred, as the results indicate that the binding enthalpy is extremely weak under the
conditions used and that the individual ﬁt is a ﬁt to mostly noise.
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Our observations indicated that the binding of the A6 TCR
is linked to changes in protonation states, i.e., TCR binding
results in a change in the pKa of at least one ionizable group
upon binding. The linkage of binding to protonation imparts
signiﬁcant solution dependencies on all of the observed ther-
modynamic parameters. For example, changing the buffer
from cacodylate to imidazole resulted in approximate four-
fold changes in the observed TCR binding enthalpy and
entropy. Changing the pH but keeping the buffer constant
resulted in smaller yet still signiﬁcant changes in DHoobs and
DSoobs: Even the observed heat capacity change was inﬂu-
enced by buffer and pH. Although under most conditions the
binding thermodynamics were qualitatively similar to those
reported earlier (weak DH, favorable DS, moderately nega-
tive DCp), the variability with solution conditions compli-
cates quantitative comparisons of binding thermodynamics
with structural and functional features. Obtaining the ‘‘in-
trinsic’’ thermodynamics most useful for comparison with
structural properties such as buried surface areas required a
global analysis of binding data collected as a function of pH,
buffer ionization enthalpy, and temperature (17). In addition
to providing the intrinsic binding energetics, this analysis
allowed us to determine the thermodynamic parameters
associated with the pKa shift.
Origin of the linkage between receptor binding
and changes in protonation
The identity of the ionizable group responsible for the proton
linkage and whether it resides on A6 or HLA-A2 is unknown.
There are 16 ionizable groups in or around the A6-Tax/HLA-
A2 interface (14). Those expected to titrate over the pH range
studied include His-151 on the HLA-A2 a2 helix and the A6
a-chain N-terminal amine. Considering His-151, although
the pKa of 7.5 in the unbound protein is high compared to the
6.0–7.0 range expected for a histidine side chain (38), per-
turbed pKas are common in protein structures, and the pKa of
6.9 seen in the bound state is within the expected range.
Although the protonation enthalpy and entropy changes in
either free or bound protein differ from the protonation ther-
modynamics expected for a free histidine side chain (7
through 8 kcal/mol for DH, 3 through16 cal/mol per K
for DS, compared to the values of5 kcal/mol and118 cal/
mol per K we measure for the free protein) (46,47), they are
FIGURE 5 Comparison of the A6-Tax/HLA-A2 binding enthalpies (A)
and entropies (B) observed for each titration in Fig. 4 ﬁt individually (DH+obs
and DS+obs) with the enthalpies and entropies calculated from the global ﬁtted
parameters in Table 2 (DH+gfit and DS
+
gfit). Errors for the individual values are
conﬁdence intervals from each individual ﬁt shown in Fig. 4; errors for the
calculated values were determined by Monte Carlo analysis as described in
Materials and Methods. Data set 11 is highlighted, as the results indicate that
the binding enthalpy is extremely weak under the conditions used,
accounting for the discrepancy in Fig. 4.
TABLE 2 Energetics for the binding of A6 to Tax/HLA-A2
at 25C
Intrinsic binding energetics
Free energy change (DG+int; kcal/mol) 9.2 6 0.1
Binding afﬁnity (KD,int; mM) 0.19 6 0.02
Enthalpy change (DH+int; kcal/mol) 1.8 6 0.3
Entropy change (DS+int; cal/mol/K) 25 6 1
Heat capacity change (DCp;int; kcal/mol/K) 0.52 6 0.05
Protonation energetics
Free protein protonation free energy (DGfp; kcal/mol) 10.3 6 0.1
Change in DGfp upon binding (DDGp; kcal/mol) 0.87 6 0.04
pKa in free protein (pK
f
a) 7.53 6 0.05
pKa in complex (pK
c
a ) 6.90 6 0.03
Free protein protonation enthalpy (DHfp; kcal/mol) 4.9 6 0.7
Change in DHfp upon binding (DDHp; kcal/mol) 1.4 6 0.3
Free protein protonation entropy (DSfp; cal/mol/K) 18 6 2
Change in DSfp upon binding (DDSp; cal/mol/K) 8 6 1
Protonation heat capacity change (DCp;p; kcal/mol/K) 0.8 6 0.2
TABLE 3 Correlation coefﬁcients for global parameters in
the global analysis
DH+int DCp;int DG
+
int DG
f
p DDG
+
p DH
f
p DDH
+
p DCp;p
DH+int 1
DCp;int 0.80 1
DG+int 0.25 0.49 1
DGfp 0.51 0.87 0.57 1
DCp;p 0.17 0.47 0.42 0.59 1
DHfp 0.96 0.75 0.26 0.46 0.13 1
DDH+p 0.89 0.78 0.43 0.55 0.06 0.81 1
DCp;p 0.80 0.97 0.54 0.83 0.30 0.76 0.82 1
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close to the values for histidines measured in other proteins.
For example, His-12 in ribonuclease has protonation en-
thalpy and entropy changes of4 kcal/mol and116 cal/mol
per K (46); the values for His-119 in metamyoglobin are
5 kcal/mol and 114 cal/mol per K (47).
Considering the A6 a-chain N-terminus, the pKas of
7.5 free and 6.9 bound are both within the expected range for
a protein N-terminus (38). Again, the protonation enthalpy
and entropy changes differ from those expected for an iso-
lated a-amino group (34). There are few data available for
protonation thermodynamics of a-amino groups in proteins,
but, as in the case of histidine, it is reasonable to expect
deviations from those expected for a free primary amine.
Interestingly, the ﬁtted value for the heat capacity change
for protonation, 800 cal/mol per K, is unusually large
compared to the heat capacity changes for protonation of a
histidine side chain or an a-amino group. Measurements of
the protonation DCp for a free histidine side chain range from
7 to 150 cal/mol per K (22,34); the DCp for protonation
of free imidazole is near 4 cal/mol per K (33,34). Heat
capacity changes for protonation of the a-amino groups of
the standard amino acids are in the range of 15 to 40 cal/
mol per K (34). Thus, the protonation DCp we measure is
severalfold larger than expected. This could arise from the
linkage of protonation to another process. One possibility is
ion binding. Guinto and Di Cera have reported a very large
DCp of1100 cal/mol per K associated with the binding of a
sodium ion to thrombin, thought to result from the release of
restricted water molecules (48). Perhaps protonation of Tax/
HLA-A2 or the A6 TCR results in the creation of an ion
binding site, with ion binding occurring with a similarly
large DCp. Under this mechanism, deprotonation of the
protein would result in ion release. We note that the A6-Tax/
HLA-A2 interaction results in the release of 0.39 ions at pH
7.4 (6), close to the value of 0.28 protons released upon TCR
binding at pH 7.4. Ion coordination by a positively charged
group would be expected to result in an elevated pKa, poten-
tially accounting for the discrepancy between the measured
and expected pKa in the unbound state if His-151 is respon-
sible for the proton linkage. The thermodynamic conse-
quences of any linkage between ion and proton binding in
A6 recognition of Tax/HLA-A2 represents an avenue for
further investigation.
Inﬂuence of proton linkage on the observed
A6-Tax/HLA-A2 binding energetics
Although the identity of the group (or groups) responsible
for the linkage of A6 binding to changes in protonation is
unknown, the proton linkage signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the
observed TCR binding thermodynamics. This is most ap-
parent in Fig. 5, which shows the variation in the observed
binding enthalpy and entropy changes with pH and buffer.
In the absence of direct protein-buffer interactions, the in-
ﬂuence of proton linkage will show enthalpy/entropy com-
pensation (17), as indicated by the compensatory shifts in
enthalpy and entropy seen in Fig. 5, A and B. As the various
contributions to the observed binding enthalpy can have
different temperature dependencies, proton linkage is also
expected to inﬂuence the observed heat capacity change
(17). Some inﬂuence may be visible in the small variation
of the observed A6 binding DCp with pH (Fig. 3). However, a
more dramatic inﬂuence of protonation on the observed heat
capacity change is seen when comparing the observed val-
ues, which range from 0.33 to 0.39 kcal/mol per K, and
the intrinsic value, 0.52 kcal/mol per K. The difference
between the observed and intrinsic values arises from the
large heat capacity change associated with protonation (0.8
kcal/mol per K). As the pKa shift upon A6 binding results in
proton release, the net result is a positive shift in the observed
binding DCp. At pH 7.4, where ;0.3 protons are released
upon binding, this amounts to a heat capacity increment due
to protonation near 0.25 kcal/mol per K. Similarly large
contributions of linked protonation to observed binding heat
capacity changes have been observed previously (19,49).
It is instructive to examine the inﬂuence of proton linkage
on thermodynamic parameters derived from experiments
where its contributions might otherwise be undetected. Fig.
6 A shows plots of the A6-Tax/HLA-A2 observed binding
enthalpy as a function of temperature, simulated over the
experimentally accessible temperature range of 4–40C in
HEPES buffer at pH 7.4, using Eqs. 1–7 with the parameters
in Table 2. The simulated data are markedly curved, indi-
cating that proton linkage imparts a temperature dependence
to the observed heat capacity change. Given experimental
error and limited sample, however, it is doubtful that this
curvature would be seen with actual measurements. Indeed,
our experiments at a restricted number of temperatures do
not reveal this temperature dependence and in fact yield an
observed DCp almost identical to that obtained from a linear
ﬁt to the simulated data (0.33 vs. 0.31 kcal/mol per K).
Considering free energy, the observed binding DG calcu-
lated over the same temperature range and under the same
conditions yields data that ﬁt extremely well to the modiﬁed
Gibbs-Helmholtz equation (Eq. 7) (Fig. 6 B). Yet, the ﬁtted
parameters deviate signiﬁcantly from the intrinsic values. Ex-
panding the temperature range to 0–100C more effectively
illustrates how proton linkage results in deviations from the
expected variation in observed DG with temperature, and
again the ﬁtted parameters do not agree with the intrinsic
values. Not only does this analysis emphasize the need to
investigate and account for the inﬂuence of linked proton-
ation, it also emphasizes the difﬁculties in doing so via non-
calorimetric methods, as recently discussed by Horn et al.
(18).
Clearly, at least some of the differences between the in-
trinsic A6-Tax/HLA-A2 binding thermodynamics and those
measured earlier via SPR (which were not corrected for
protonation) (6) can be attributed to the inﬂuence of proton
linkage: Fig. 6 B shows that, even with perfect data, an SPR
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analysis in one buffer and at one pH would not have re-
produced the intrinsic binding thermodynamics. Yet, proton
linkage cannot account for all of the differences: our earlier
SPR analysis in HEPES, pH 7.4 generated results that, at
least for DH and DS, were qualitatively but not quantita-
tively similar to the values in Fig. 6 B (DDH ¼ 2.1 6 1.1
kcal/mol; DDS¼ 11.66 3.5 cal/mol per K). More problem-
atic are the DCp measurements, which differ by ;260 cal/
mol per K. These discrepancies, which cannot be attributed
to the inﬂuence of proton linkage as both sets of data were
collected in the same buffer and at the same pH, are most
likely attributable to issues of accuracy and precision, par-
ticularly in the SPR measurements (although the variation in
solution pH with temperature will have a small inﬂuence on
the SPR results). Both accurate and precise free energy mea-
surements are required for extracting highly reliable ther-
modynamics from a DG versus temperature analysis (18,50).
This is particularly true for heat capacity, which as the sec-
ond derivative of free energy with respect to temperature can
vary wildly with the value (or error) in a single free energy
measurement. Although a number of reports show good agree-
ment between SPR and calorimetrically measured thermo-
dynamic data (35–37), achieving such agreement places
considerable demands on the quality of the individual free
energy measurements.
Intrinsic A6 TCR binding thermodynamics and
the recognition of Tax/HLA-A2
The global analysis indicates that, separated from the inﬂu-
ence of linked protonation, at 25C the A6 TCR binds Tax/
HLA-A2 with a very weak binding enthalpy change, a large
positive entropy change, and a large negative heat capacity
change. These ‘‘intrinsic’’ thermodynamics are most useful
for comparison with structural features, particularly buried
solvent accessible surface areas and binding thermodynam-
ics calculated from empirical, surface area based prediction
algorithms that do not account for linked protonation
(23,51).
What do the intrinsic binding thermodynamics indicate
about ligand recognition by the A6 TCR and, in particular,
the presence or absence of TCR loop dynamics or confor-
mational changes? Perhaps most interesting is the intrinsic
binding heat capacity change, measured at 0.52 kcal/mol
per K. This value is larger than that calculated from the polar/
apolar character of the TCR-peptide/MHC interface. As-
suming a rigid body interaction, with 1256 A˚2 of apolar
solvent accessible surface area and 817 A˚2 of polar solvent
accessible surface area buried (6), commonly used empirical
relationships between surface area and DCp contributions
predict a value between 0.33 and 0.29 kcal/mol per K
(23,51).
Discrepancies between empirically predicted and mea-
sured heat capacity changes are often taken as evidence of a
nonrigid body interaction (e.g., 51). Following these exam-
ples, the predicted DCp for A6 binding Tax/HLA-A2 suggests
that one or both proteins are more solvent exposed in their
unbound states than is apparent from the A6-Tax/HLA-A2
crystal structure. As the structure of the unligated Tax/HLA-A2
complex indicates little difference in solvent accessible sur-
face area between the bound and free forms (14,52), any
FIGURE 6 Proton linkage in the A6-Tax/HLA-A2 interaction results in
deviations from ideal behavior. (A) Calculated binding enthalpy changes as a
function of temperature in HEPES buffer at pH 7.4 show how proton linkage
results in a temperature-dependent observed heat capacity change. The solid
line is a ﬁt to the data and the slope (i.e., the apparent heat capacity change) is
indicated. (B) Calculated binding free energy changes over the experimentally
accessible temperature range of 4–40C in HEPES at pH 7.4. The solid line
represents a nonlinear ﬁt to the modiﬁed Gibbs-Helmholtz equation; results
are indicated in the inset. Despite an excellent ﬁt, the resulting parameters
differ considerably from the intrinsic binding energetics used to generate the
data. (C) The simulations in panel B extended to 0–100C, revealing a much
poorer ﬁt to the temperature dependence of DG when an expanded tem-
perature range is used. For all panels, calculated data points were generated
using the parameters inTable 2 andEqs. 1–7. pHwas set as 7.4 at the reference
temperature of 25C and allowed to vary with temperature.
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greater accessibility must be attributed to the A6 TCR. Thus,
the heat capacity data are compatible with the need for A6 to
shift to a less solvent-accessible conformation for binding to
proceed. As burial of apolar and polar surface contributes
oppositely to DCp (53,54), the amount of additional surface
that would need to be buried to account for the excess heat
capacity change (i.e., the magnitude of the conformational
shift) cannot be reliably estimated. However, a conclusion
that relatively small conformational shifts are required for
TCR binding is consistent with our recent kinetic studies,
which showed that in the absence of electrostatic inﬂuences,
A6 binds Tax/HLA-A2 at a rate slightly below that expected
for a diffusion-limited but geometrically constrained protein-
protein interaction (6).
Is there evidence that structural rearrangements necessary
for A6 to bind Tax/HLA-A2 might result from the ordering
or ‘‘folding’’ of otherwise mobile loops, as has been sug-
gested to occur for other TCR-peptide/MHC interactions
(4,42)? On one hand, the observation that A6 binding is
entropically driven at room temperature would seem to argue
against this, particularly because the model of CDR loop
ordering upon binding was derived in part from TCR binding
reactions that proceed with unfavorable binding entropy
changes (4). Yet, application of empirical methods for cal-
culating binding entropy changes suggests some conﬁgura-
tional entropy must be overcome for binding to proceed. The
approach of Murphy and co-workers (23) indicates that, after
accounting for solvation and translational/rotational contri-
butions, a conﬁgurational entropy change of 100 cal/mol per
K must be overcome for binding. The approach of Spolar and
Record (51) yields a remarkably similar 99 cal/mol per K.
Using the value of 5.6 cal/mol per K derived by Spolar and
Record for the ‘‘folding’’ of one amino acid indicates that 18
amino acids must be ordered upon TCR binding. However,
the method of Murphy and co-workers, which differs from
the Spolar and Record approach in that it attempts to account
for the loss of side-chain conformational entropy, indicates
that 164 cal/mol per K of side-chain entropy must be over-
come upon binding, suggesting that no changes in backbone
conﬁgurational entropy occur upon binding. These opposing
results from two widely used empirical methods for decon-
structing binding entropy changes force us to conclude that
the value of the intrinsic binding entropy change cannot be
used directly to infer the extent of any CDR loop dynamics.
With regard to the very weak intrinsic binding enthalpy
change, to a ﬁrst approximation, the value is consistent with
the makeup of the A6-Tax/HLA-A2 interface, which is 61%
hydrophobic and includes only three intermolecular hydro-
gen bonds and one salt bridge (14). A more detailed analysis
using empirical parameters that relate changes in solvent
accessible area to enthalpy changes predicts a value for the
binding DH of 3.5 kcal/mol at 25C (23). Although twice
the experimental intrinsic value, the predicted enthalpy
change is still relatively small. As with the heat capacity
change, the difference between the predicted and measured
binding DH may result from conformational shifts neces-
sary for binding of the A6 TCR. If this is the case, the more
favorable predicted binding enthalpy would indicate that the
conformational shifts necessary to bind are enthalpically
unfavorable and thus entropically driven. As structural transi-
tions which result in the ordering of peptide backbones are
characterized by opposite thermodynamic signatures (i.e.,
favorable enthalpy changes and unfavorable entropy changes)
(55,56), this suggests that conformational shifts necessary
for A6 binding do not include an ordering of highly mobile
loops as discussed above but more deﬁned structural shifts
such as block motions of CDR loops or shifts in domain
orientation, as seen in A6 recognition of variant Tax peptides
presented by HLA-A2 (15,16). This conclusion is compat-
ible with recent suggestions by Garcia and Adams (57), who
indicated that rather than possessing the kind of ﬂexibility
typically associated with unstructured regions, TCR binding
loops may populate an ensemble of more deﬁned structural
states, as recently seen in cross-reactive antibodies (58) and
further developed by Holler and Kranz in their ‘‘conformer
model’’ of TCR binding and cross-reactivity (59).
APPENDIX: DEFINITION OF THE INTRINSIC
BINDING ENERGETICS
As noted above in Scheme 1, we have deﬁned the intrinsic binding ener-
getics as those describing the binding of B to deprotonated A. This deﬁnition
is in keeping with previous work studying the inﬂuence of linked protona-
tion on protein binding energetics (17,22,30,31) and is appropriate here
given the observation of a pKa shift of 7.5 to 6.9, which is likely to originate
from a basic rather than acidic group. Yet as the identity of the titrating group
(or groups) remains unknown, it is still informative to consider the con-
sequences of redeﬁning the intrinsic binding thermodynamics as those
describing B binding to protonated rather than deprotonated A.
Although analogs of Eqs. 1–4 that refer to deprotonation instead of
protonation could easily be derived, the most straightforward way to illus-
trate the consequences of changing the deﬁnition of the intrinsic binding
energetics is to deﬁne the thermodynamics of B binding protonated A with
reference to the thermodynamics of B binding unprotonated A, i.e., in terms
of the values we have already measured.
To do this, we modify Scheme 1 to explicitly show the equilibrium for B
binding protonated A, referring to this equilibrium constant as Kint,P. The
binding of B to deprotonated A is now described by Kint,D:
The deﬁnitions of Kfp and K
c
p; the proton binding constants for free A and
the AB complex, respectively, remain the same. By the properties of a
thermodynamic cycle, then
SCHEME 2
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Kint;P ¼ Kint;D
Kcp
K
f
p
(8)
and
DG
o
int;P ¼ DGfp1DG+int;D1DGcp; (9)
where DGoint;P and DG
o
int;D are the free energy changes for B binding to
protonated and deprotonated A, respectively, and DGfp and DG
c
p are the
proton binding free energies for free A and the AB complex, respectively.
The enthalpy, entropy, and heat capacity changes for B ﬁnding pro-
tonated A are then
DH
o
int;P ¼ DHfp1DH+int;D1DHcp (10)
DS
o
int;P ¼ DSfp1DS+int;D1DScp (11)
DCp;int;P ¼ DCfp;p1DCp;int;D1DCcp;p (12)
with deﬁnitions analogous to those used for Eq. 9.
Using Eqs. 8–12 and the values in Table 2, we determined the values of
Kint,P, DH
+
int;P; DS
+
int;P; and DCp,int,P for the A6-Tax/HLA-A2 interaction
(Table 4). Do these parameters alter our conclusions regarding conforma-
tional changes or loop dynamics in A6 recognition of Tax/HLA-A2? Much
of our discussion centered on the intrinsic heat capacity change, which, as
we could not measure a change in the DCp of protonation upon binding, is
unaltered with the revised deﬁnition of the intrinsic binding energetics.
Likewise, the A6-Tax/HLA-A2 binding reaction remains entropically favor-
able. The only substantial difference arises in comparison of the intrinsic
binding enthalpy change with that predicted from buried solvent accessible
surface areas (3.2 kcal/mol for DHoint;P vs.3.5 kcal/mol predicted). To the
extent that the discrepancy between calculated and observed heat capacity
changes reﬂects conformational shifts required for binding, the redeﬁned
value of the intrinsic binding enthalpy change still requires that any A6 TCR
conformational shifts are entropically driven. Thus, regardless of whether
the intrinsic energetics reﬂect binding to deprotonated or protonated protein,
they are inconsistent with the need to organize disordered regions of the
A6 TCR.
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